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There is an error in the statement and proof of [VAV17, Proposition 5.1] that affects the statements

of [VAV17, Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3]. In this note, we correct the statement of [VAV17, Proposition

5.1] and explain how to rectify subsequent statements. In brief, for a statement about abelian Galois

representations of a fixed level, ‘abelian’ should be replaced with ‘liftable abelian’ (Definition 1).

Statements about abelian Galois representations of arbitrarily high level, however, remain unchanged

because such representations give rise to liftable abelian Galois representations of smaller, but still

arbitrarily high, level. Hence the main theorems of the paper remain unchanged.

Definition 1. Let = be a positive integer. A subgroup � of GL2(Z/=Z) is liftable abelian if there

exists an abelian subgroup �̂ < GL2(Ẑ)) such that �̂ surjects onto � under the natural quotient map

GL2(Ẑ) ։ GL2(Z/=Z). (In particular, a liftable abelian subgroup is abelian.)

For a positive integer = and an elliptic curve � over a field : of characteristic 0, let d�,= : Γ: →
Aut(�=) � GL2(Z/=Z) denote the representation arising from the action of Galois on the =-torsion of

� . If < | =, then we write ]<,= : �< ↩→ �= for the natural inclusion; the image of the multiplication map

[ =
<

]
: End(�<) → End(�=), i ↦→ ]<,= ◦ i ◦

[ =
<

]

is End(�=) ∩ "2 ( =<Z/=Z). This map is also compatible with the homomorphisms d�,= and d�,<.

These two observations together yield the following lemma, where we have written End: (�<) ◦
[
=
<

]
in

place of
[
=
<

]
(End: (�<)), to match the notation in [VAV17].

Lemma 2. If < | = then End: (�<) ◦
[
=
<

]
= End: (�=) ∩ "2 ( =<Z/=Z). �

Write ��,= for the quotient of im d�,= by the subgroup of scalar matrices. The following proposition

and corollaries replace [VAV17, Proposition 5.1 and Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3].

Proposition 3. Let ℓ be a prime, let B be a positive integer, and let � be an elliptic curve over a field :

of characteristic 0. Then

dimFℓ
End: (�ℓB )

End: (�ℓB−1 ) ◦ [ℓ] =



4 if ��,ℓB = {1},
2 if ��,ℓB ≠ {1} and im(d�,ℓB ) is liftable abelian, and

1 if im(d�,ℓB ) is not liftable abelian.
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Corollary 4. Let � be an elliptic curve over : , and let = be a positive integer. Then we have an

isomorphism of abelian groups

End: (�=) � Z/=Z × Z/=1Z × (Z/=2Z)2

for positive integers =2 | =1 | =. Furthermore, =1 is the largest integer dividing = such that Gal(: (�=1
)/:)

is liftable abelian, and =2 is the largest integer dividing = such that Gal(: (�=2
)/:) ⊂ (Z/=2Z)×,

where 0 ∈ (Z/=2Z)× acts by % ↦→ 0%. If � is non-CM, then (End(�)/=)Γ � Z/=Z, and hence

End: (�=)
(End(�)/=)Γ

� Z/=1Z × (Z/=2Z)2 .

Remark 5. The proofs of Proposition 3 and Corollary 4 prove a stronger statement, namely that if

=1 = =2, then End: (�=) = Z/=Z · � +M2( ==2
Z/=Z); and if =1 ≠ =2, then

End: (�=) =
{
0� + 1 =

=1
� : 0, 1 ∈ Z/=Z

}
+M2 ( ==2

Z/=Z) ⊂ M2(Z/=Z),

where � ∈ im d�,=1
is a matrix such that � mod ℓ ∉ 〈�〉, for any ℓ | =1, as given by Lemma 7.

Corollary 6. Let � be an elliptic curve over : , and let = be a positive integer. Let : ′/: be a field

extension. There is an isomorphism of abelian groups

End:′ (�=)
End: (�=)

� Z/ =
′
1

=1
Z ×

(
Z/ =

′
2

=2
Z

)2

,

where =′
1

(respectively, =1) is the largest integer dividing = such that Gal(: ′(�=1
)/: ′) (respectively,

Gal(: (�=1
)/:)) is liftable abelian and =′

2
(respectively, =2) is the largest integer dividing = such that

Gal(: ′(�=2
)/: ′) ⊂ (Z/=′

2
Z)× (respectively, Gal(: (�=2

)/:) ⊂ (Z/=2Z)×).

The proof of Corollary 4 proceeds as in [VAV17, proof of Corollary 5.2], almost verbatim, after

replacing the word ‘abelian’ with the phrase ‘liftable abelian’, and references to [VAV17, Proposition

5.1] with references to Proposition 3. Corollary 6 is more easily deduced from Remark 5.

Characterizing liftable abelian groups is essential in the proof of Proposition 3:

Lemma 7. Let = be a positive integer, and let � < GL2 (Z/=Z) be a subgroup. Then � is liftable abelian

if and only if � is contained in a subring of M2 (Z/=Z) generated by � and �, for some matrix � such

that � mod ℓ ∉ 〈�〉 for any prime ℓ | =.

Proof. By the Sun Tzu Remainder Theorem, it suffices to prove the lemma in the case where = = ℓB, so

we restrict to this case for the remainder of the proof.

If � is liftable abelian, then there is an abelian subgroup �̂ < GL2(Zℓ) that surjects onto �.

Applying [VAV17, Proposition 5.5] to �̂ mod ℓ2B, we conclude that there is an �′ ∈ "2 (Z/ℓ2B
Z) with

�′ mod ℓ ∉ 〈�〉 such that �̂ mod ℓB = � ⊆ 〈�, �′modℓB〉.
Now assume that � ⊂ 〈�, �〉 for some matrix � such that � mod ℓ ∉ 〈�〉. By [VAV17, proof of

Corollary 5.6] (starting from the second line, taking B′ = B), any such � is conjugate to a subgroup of

�B (ℓB), �C , Y
=B (ℓB), or �C

01
(ℓB). Any subgroup of a liftable abelian subgroup is itself liftable abelian, so

it suffices to show that the groups �B (ℓ: ), �C , Y
=B (ℓ: ), and �C

01
(ℓ: ) appearing in [VAV17, Corollary 5.6]

are liftable abelian.

For the split Cartan group �B (ℓ: ) and the Borel groups �C
01
(ℓ: ), the inverse limits

lim←−−
=

�B (ℓ=) and lim←−−
=

�C
01 (ℓ

=)

in GL2(Zℓ ) are abelian and surject onto �B (ℓ: ) and �C
01
(ℓ: ), respectively, proving the claim.
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For the group �
C , Y
=B (ℓ: ), one can construct a surjective system

�C , Y:+1
=B (ℓ:+1) ։ �C , Y:

=B (ℓ: )

by taking Y:+1 ∈ (Z/ℓ:+1−C )×/(Z/ℓ:+1−C )×2 a lift of Y: ∈ (Z/ℓ:−C )×/(Z/ℓ:−C )×2 compatibly up through

the system. The inverse limit of this system demonstrates that �
C , Y
=B (ℓ: ) is liftable abelian. �

Proof of Proposition 3. If ��,ℓB = {1}, then the claim is immediate; thus we may assume that ��,ℓB ≠

1. Now assume further that im d�,ℓB is liftable abelian. By Lemma 7, there is an �′ ∈ "2 (Z/ℓBZ) with

�′ mod ℓ ∉ 〈�〉 such that im d�,ℓB ⊆ 〈�, �′〉. Let C be the maximal integer such that im d�,ℓB ⊆ 〈�, ℓC �′〉.
Note that since ��,ℓB ≠ {1}, C must be strictly less than B; or equivalently, B − C ≥ 1. Then

End: (�ℓB ) = {" : �′" ≡ "�′ mod ℓB−C }
= {0� + 1�′ + ℓB−C" ′ : 0, 1 ∈ Z/ℓBZ, " ′ ∈ M2(Z/ℓBZ)},

where the second equality comes from [VAV17, Lemma 5.4] applied to �′. Together with Lemma 2,

we deduce that for " ′ ∈ M2 (Z/ℓBZ), we have ℓB−C−1 · (ℓ" ′) ∈ End: (�ℓB−1 ) ◦ [ℓ]. Hence,

End: (�ℓB )/End: (�ℓB−1 ) ◦ [ℓ] is generated by � and �′ and so is 2-dimensional.

To complete the proof, we claim that if dimFℓ (End: (�ℓB ))/(End: (�ℓB−1 ) ◦ [ℓ]) ≥ 2, then im d�,ℓB

is liftable abelian. The identity endomorphism always generates a one-dimensional subspace of this

quotient, so if the inequality holds, then by Lemma 2, there exists an � ∈ End: (�ℓB ) that is not a

scalar modulo ℓ. Since every element of im d�,ℓB commutes with �, by [VAV17, Lemma 5.4], we have

im d�,ℓB ⊂ 〈�, �〉. Lemma 7 then shows that im d�,ℓB is liftable abelian. �

Corrections for subsequent statements in [VAV17].

Corollary 5.2 of [VAV17] is used in the proof of [VAV17, Theorems 6.5 and 6.9]. In turn, [VAV17,

Theorem 6.5] is used in the proofs of [VAV17, Theorem 1.3, (EC) ⇒ (Ab):, Theorem 1.5, and

Theorem 1.8], while [VAV17, Theorem 6.9] is used in the proof of [VAV17, Theorem 1.3, (Ab) ⇒
(EC):, and Corollary 6.10.]

Using Corollary 4 in place of [VAV17, Corollary 5.2] in the proof of [VAV17, Theorem 6.5]

yields a stronger version of the theorem. Namely, Corollary 4 allows one to deduce that the Galois

group Gal( !̃(
√
X, � ′

=/2)/!̃(
√
X)) is liftable abelian. In particular, the proofs of [VAV17, Theorem 1.3,

(EC)⇒ (Ab):, Theorem 1.5, and Theorem 1.8] go through unchanged.

On the other hand, using Corollary 4 in place of [VAV17, Corollary 5.2] in the proof of [VAV17,

Theorem 6.9] yields the following weaker version of the theorem and its corollary; however, this version

still suffices for the proof of [VAV17, Theorem 1.3, (Ab)⇒ (EC):].

Theorem 8. Let = be a positive integer, let � ′ be a non-CM elliptic curve over a field : of characteristic

0, with a :-rational cyclic subgroup � of order 3, and let � = � ′/�. Let , and , ′ be principal

homogeneous spaces of � and � ′, respectively, with periods coprime to =, and let . = , × , ′. If

Gal(: (� ′=)/:) is liftable abelian, then Br./Br1. has an element of order =/gcd(3, =).

Remark 9. With the weaker assumption that Gal(: (� ′=)/:) is abelian, then one can prove that

Br./Br1. has an element of order </gcd(3, <), where < :=
∏

? |= ?
⌈E? (=)/2⌉ .

Corollary 10. Let =, � , � ′, , , , ′ be as in Theorem 8. Suppose further that , and , ′ have period

dividing 2, so that we may define - := Kum(, × , ′). If Gal(: (� ′=)/:) is liftable abelian, then

Br -/Br1 - has an element of order =odd/gcd(3, =odd).

Finally, [VAV17, Theorem 6.9] is used in the proof of the implication (Ab) ⇒ (EC) in [VAV17,

Theorem 1.3].
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Corrected proof of [VAV17], Theorem 1.3, (Ab)⇒ (EC): Let A ′′ be a positive integer, let : ′′/� be

an extension of degree at most A ′′, let �/: ′′ be an elliptic curve with a : ′′-rational cyclic sub-

group � of order 3, and let � ′ := �/�. Let = be a positive integer such that : ′′(� ′=)/: ′′ is

abelian. Then Lemma 7 and [VAV17, Proposition 5.5] together imply that Gal(: (� ′<)/:) is liftable

abelian, where < :=
∏

? |= ?
⌈E? (=)/2⌉ . Hence, Theorem 8 implies that there exists ./: ′′ ∈ �

2
3

with

an element of order </gcd(3, <) in Br./Br1. , where < =
∏

? |= ?
⌈E? (=)/2⌉ . Thus, by assumption,

<odd ≤ �′(A ′′, 3) gcd(3, <) ≤ �′(A ′′, 3)3. Since = | <2, we may take �′′ := (�′(A ′′, 3)3)2. �
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